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A common goal of all employees in the nuclear power field is safety operation of

nuclear power stations. The evaluation and control of NPP safety operation are a part

of the elements of safety management. The present report is related only to a part of

the total assessment and control of the plant safety operation, namely - the indicator

system for monitoring of Kozloduy NPP operation and condition.

The goals we intend to achieve by development of Kozloduy NPP indicator system

could be determined as follows:

• Indicator Systems operating in the different organizational units of Kozloduy NPP

to be integrated in an united system common for all power plant;

• The indicator system to become effective tool for safety and efficiency

management supporting decision making process on all management level;

• Indicator system to be extended and updated in conformity with IAEA

recommendations for building such type of systems, taking into consideration the

worldwide trends in this regard.

While establishing the framework of the system indicator our intention is the below

requirements to be followed:

• The United Indicator System to follow the strategic management model

"Mission^Goals^Strategies^Policy^Programs^Procedures^Action^Feed-

back";
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• The united indicator system to be built based on the system, presently operating in

Kozloduy NPP for safety operation monitoring, generalizing and utilizing the

positive experience of the power plant in this field;

• Indicator System to be specific for Kozloduy NPP;

• Indicator System to be manageable;

• To be possible to compare the Indicator System with likewise systems developed

and applied in other NPPs.

Each NPP is required to operate efficiently:

• on the safety point of view

• on the economic point of view

Therefore, the safety and economical features of NPP could be considered as its

global characteristics. A full set of monitoring characteristics could cover entirely

the plant operation and condition. These global characteristics of NPP operation are

shown on fig. 1.

Both economic efficiency and safety depend on a number of factors that are in a

complicated relationship among them. The operation safety and economic efficiency

are a function of the management quality that has to be able to operate the nuclear

power units not only on high safety level as a first priority, but with good economic

features as well.

On fig.2 and 3 the hierarchic structures of the safety and economic characteristics are

outlined. These structures provide the possibility to go through the hierarchic level

starting from the general requirements to safety and economic that could be monitored

and controlled, in order fully to meet these general requirements. Once determined,

the concrete characteristics that could be controlled and monitored have to be

measured.

For these pyramid hierarchic structures shown on fig.2 and fig.3 the following could

be stated:



• Each parameter of the upper level is characterized by one or more parameters of

lower level;

• Each parameter of certain level is measured by one or more indicators of the same

level;

• Practically, only the specific indicators could be quantitatively measured;

• It is important to point out that one separately chosen indicator is not a matter of

high significance and it is necessary to be careful when examining the indicators

separately. Actually, the general picture presented as a full set of indicators that

could be time-monitored is a matter of higher importance.

Fig.2 and fig.3 show the manner how hierarchic indicator structure follows the

hierarchic characteristics. This structure is a conceptual framework of the

indicators for monitoring of the NPP operation and condition. It is used for

development of Indicator system from more general to the more specific indicators

and for establishment of a connection among them. Hierarchic structure covers three

indicator categories: general or key indicators, strategic indicators and specific

indicators. The limits among the three indicator categories have to be considered as

"unlimited" zones but not as clearly defined lines.

The indicator features have fully to reflect both safety and economic efficiency of

NPP and should meet the following requirements:

• A direct connection between safety/economic operation to be established;

• Data, needed for assessment of the indicator to be available or a possibility for

their preparation to be provided;

• The quality and verification control of the data accuracy to be possible;

• The indicator to be able to be quantitatively assessed;

• The indicator has to be clear and unambiguous;

• The indicator to obtain the meaning;

• The indicator to be valuable;

• The indicator significance to be understood;

• The integration of the indicator into the operation activity not to be possible;

• Based on the indicator corrective measures to be possible to be undertaken;



• The ability to bound the indicator with the reasons for deviation of the

expectation;

• The indicator set to be manageable;

• The separate indicators and indicators' set to be measurable and comparable with

the similar ones developed and applied in other NPPs and in power plants both in

the country and worldwide;

The general (key) indicators are designed to provide a common assessment of the

operation and condition of NPP in the key safety and economic areas. As it was stated

above one NPP is considered safety when it fully meets the safety principles. This is

the reason in the indicator system of Kozloduy NPP as "key" ones the indicators,

reflecting the compliance with the fundamental safety principles and performance of

administrative management programs to be determined.

The general indicators have the following features and restrictions:

• General indicators reflect areas where certain extent of national standardization is

achieved and generally speaking they are very specific ones;

• Very often it is not possible (and it is not needed) quantitatively significant

general indicators to be defined. It is mainly valid for safety and risk quantitative

indicators. Due to their nature, the safety and risk both in their qualitative and

quantitative determinations do not allow to be measured precisely;

• The general indicators are useful for determination of long-term (and in certain

cases of mid-term) targets and target indicators but, meanwhile, they are relatively

not sensible to the short-term changes in the programs and practices on plant

level;

• The general indicators could not clarify the deficiency in the separate specific

areas;

• The change of the values of general indicators in the typical case will be delayed

from the actual change of plant operation and condition.

Considering that as NPP with high safety level is considered this one that meets the

safety principles, so as uniform indicator system it will be considered that on the high



hierarchic level the indicators, reflecting application of the fundamental safety

principles has to be put.

The strategic indicators are a "bridge" between the general and specific

indicators. They are input due to the following reasons:

• Necessity to clarify the relationship between the common and specific indicators

aiming to specify which specific indicators have to be monitored and to define

their target indicators as well. Otherwise, it is necessary a field to be broken down

by manageable sub-fields and to determine the fields that could influence on more

than one indicator;

• The strategic indicators are needed to act as "forerunners" of the change of

common indicators and by this way to specify the necessity additional specific

indicators to be defined.

The restrictions of the general indicators determine the necessity to determine

indicators that could be sensitive to changes in unit operation and condition on a

higher program level. Such category is formed by specific indicators. The specific

indicators have to be sensitive to specific programs, systems or areas that could

influence on the changes of one or more indicators. They allow the problematic areas

to be identified as soon as possible so the undertaking of the corrective measures to be

undertaken before the change to be felt on the common indicators' level. The specific

indicators are inputs for management of the common indicators.

On firg.4 General scheme of the indicator system for monitoring of Kozloduy NPP

operation and safety is shown.

The main issue posed to us is: What is the benefit of the development of monitoring

system of Kozloduy NPP operation safety?

Due to the system indicators NPP management is able any moment to assess the plant

condition and to control the activity of separate operation units, i.e. to compare the

actual operation with the intentions.



Managements on all levels are able to use this information in order to undertake the

corrective actions and, as a result of this actions, problem resolutions to be

undertaken.

In order the assessment and control to be effective the management should have clear,

fast and not-deviated feedback. The feed - back in the form of data about condition

and operation and reports on the activity will pass throughout the entire management

process. Using the feedback the management compares the actual condition with the

preliminary scheduled on the formulation level.
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